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Who Are We?

 Team 356 is a very successful and highly competitive high school robotics team at Castlebrooke Secondary 

School in Brampton, Ontario. Our team is attending its fifth year, competing in the VEX Robotics Competition. The 

team has received awards including tournament champions, creative engineering designs, robot performance and 

for strong partnerships between all members of the VEX community.A large goal of VEX is to encourage students 

to purpose careers in robotics and STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics) fields through the 

process of designing, prototyping, building, programming, collaboration and more. 

 Castlebrooke Secondary School introduced their first ever robotics team in September, 2013. Since then, 

the team has had many accomplishments and has improved greatly. The rookie team demonstrated dedication, 

committment and learning through building and competing. They faced many strong teams that were outstanding and 

have been competing for many years, including those with experience from previous VEX competitions.

 As a result of countless hours spent designing, building, programming, and practise driving the team has 

earned many positive outcomes during competitions. They continue to seek improvements every day as they strive for

success. Knowing that they are able to persevere and build on their past is only possible because of 

the outstanding help and support from the teachers, who are there to witness the team’s progress 

and share tips for improvement.
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 Team 356 has had the pleasure of participating in many competitions with outstanding results, and each 

tournament motivated them to do better. They have accomplished a lot and have grown to become a successful team, 

have set goals and achieved them; they continue to accomplish a little more each day. 

 The two fundamental rules that Team 356 goes by are: “Vex is Life” and “DWWGI”. The term, “Vex is Life” 

means that they will give their full attention to all aspects of the game and it is their first priority. This is because they 

know that each year the VEX game is harder and requires  much more skill, and in order to succeed, they must match 

up and prevail against other teams. They have had to work twice as hard to do even better each year. The second 

term, “DWWGI”, is an acronym for “Don’t Worry, We Got It”. This simply means they will keep a positive mindset and 

work harder every day to achieve their goals. They just have get the work done, no matter how many attempts it takes. 

These rules help us reach our goal, and complete any tasks given to us regardless of the difficulty level. 

 In previous years, Team  356 has participated in five unique VEX Robotics challenges and suceeded in each 

game as they were able to compete at five Provincial Competitions and four World Championships.  Two of the teams, 

356B and 356E, did exceptionally well as Team B achieved 13th place out of 86 teams from all around the world in 

the 2014 VEX Robotics World Championship High School Math Division, and were victorious in the Ontario Provincial 

Championship as the winning alliance. Team E achieved 22nd place out of 90 teams from all around the world in 

the 2015 VEX Robotics World Championship High School Science Division, and achieved the title of finalist at the 

2015 Ontario Provincial Championship. The entire 356 team also achieved many other awards, such as Tournament 

Champions, Finalist, Semi-Finalist, Excellence, Design, Build, Amaze, Sportsmanship, Think, Judges, Innovate, 

Create, and Energy. Each year the team is able to learn new aspects of robotics and improve their skills.
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Team 356-  Annual Tournament
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Each year Castlebrooke Secondary School holds a VEX tournament where 60 teams from all around 

Ontario come to the school to compete and qualify for Provincials. This event is open to members of 

the community as a way to showcase the exciting opportunities that are found in this high school and to 

introduce the robotics team to the community. Castlebrooke’s fifth annual VEX IDesign VRC Tournament 

is being held on December 2017, and everyone is invited. Together we can help the  Dragons make this 

a memorable event! 
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Past Experience
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Previous Games 
 Every year at the end of VEX Worlds held in April, the new game is revealed, and this year’s game is: In the 

Zone. Each game is played on a 12’× 12’ square field with two alliances, blue and red, with each alliance composed 

of two teams. The teams compete in matches consisting of a fifteen second autonomous period, followed by a one 

minute and forty-five second driver control period. 

2017-2018 IN THE ZONE

2016-2017 STARSTRUCK
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2013-2014 TOSS UP

2014-2015 SKYRISE

2015-2016 NOTHING BUT NET



 We strive to expand our presence both at school and in the robotics community where, even as a relatively 

new team, we have already competed in multiple Provincial and World Competitions. To continue the journey to 

the 2018 VEX Robotics Provincial and World Championship, the team would require extra funding and help from 

companies who are interested in supporting the robotics program at Castlebrooke Secondary School in Brampton, 

Ontario. 

 

 By sponsoring Castlebrooke Robotics, your company will be helping a group of dedicated and hardworking 

students who are pursuing a passion in engineering. The students and mentors are working day and night to prepare 

for competitions and your generous support will help a team that strives for sucess. Promotion of your company will be 

featured on the team apparel, robots, social media and future publications. As the team wears your name with pride, 

your company will be in the spotlight at competitions across Ontario and at the VEX Robotics World Championship in 

Louisville, Kentucky, that the team hopes to attend in April, 2018, with your support.
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Sponsorship

2016-2017 VEX PROVINCIALS
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Thank You.

We look forward in including your organization as a sponsor of Castlebrooke Secondary School’s 

Robotics Team. 

For more information, please contact 

Martin.Mayer@peelsb.com

Primary contact 

Eric.Robbins@peelsb.com

Secondary Contact

905-794-2485 Ext. 442 or 425


